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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a descriptive study dealing with the referral 
of wives of veterans who were receiving psychiatric treat-
ment at the Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Clinic 
from January 1, 1953 to January l, 1955. The study is 
particularly interested in the types of referral .s made at 
the clinic, the purpose of the casework done with the 
wives and its success and usefulness. As a background 
for the study, this group of wives is viewed in terms of: 
1.) their and. their husbands' personal characteristics, 
. such as age, educational background, religion, etc., and 
2.) their marriages. However, before a description of 
the wives' contacts is given, it is necesesry to look 
into the background of the study, such as the setting, 
related literature, and its purpose, methodology end 
limitations. 
The Setting of the Study 
The setting of this .study is the Mental Hygiene 
Clinic o~ the Boston Veteran~ Administration Out-Patient 
Clinic which was started on March 18, 1946. It was 
established to offer p syohietri.c treatment to veterans 
whose neuro-psychiatric disabilities are service connected. 
1 
The veteran at intake is seen by both the intake 
social worker and the intake psychiatrist for diagnostic 
interviews before he is accepted and as!igned to a regular 
therapist. Treatment is given by either a psychiatriet, 
psychiatric social worker, or psychologist and it usually 
consists of interviews on a once a week basis. 
Sometimes relatives of the veterans are seen at 
intake or later during treatment, but only with the patient's 
permission to insure the principle of confidentiality. 
Although many wives are seen and treated, this ean only 
be done when it h as been judged t hat the treatment will 
benefit the veteran since the function of the clinic is 
to serve the service connected veterans. 
' 
An administrative statement regarding these collateral 
interviews is found in the official Veterans Administration 
Bulletin under the Social Service Functions at a Regional 
Office: 
The veteran's emotional and social problems 
often are rooted within the interrelationships of 
home nd community and within t he pressures of 
local cultural characteristics and opportunities. 
In effective c a sework service to the vet er an, 
social Service not only directly helps him cope 
with t hose persons in hi s environment whose in-
fluences, attitudes,. actions, customs, or problems 
affect h im but al so work in his behalf with them. 
The aim is to enable those persons to contribute 
2 
,, 
more constructively to the purpose for which 
the VA benefit is given and increase its effec-
tiveness.l 
The reasons under which a rel ative may be . seen are 
· stated in the Manual ot Administrative Policies and .Pro-
cedures for Social ork Residents.2 They are as follows: 
1. For the purpose of securing social date 
to aid the therapist in diagnostic understanding 
and ;i)irther clarification of the immediate family 
and other interpersonal relationships. 
2. · To help the relative accept the patient's 
need for treatment and to obtain some understanding 
and · tolerance for the patient~ s problems. 
3. For the concurrent treatment of one or 
more relatives where it will faeiiltate treat-
ment of the patient; for e-xample, the wife in 
the case of a marital problem. 
4. To explain, whenever necessary·, why a 
patient may need ho~italizat1on and to help the 
relative accept it and cooperate in carrying it 
out.3 
Usually this relative is the veteran's wife (although 
the writer learned that many mothers are also seen) and 
if she is in treatment also, she can only continue as 
long as her husband is in treatment. Very often, her 
contacts may be for only one or two interviews. In either 
case, it is a social worker who usually works with the 
1. nsociel Service Functions in Veterans Administration 
Regional Offices and Centers with Regional Activities ," Vfi.t-
ert:me Administration Technical Bulletin m lOA-198, 1949, p.7 . 
2. Social work students. 
3. Social Service Steff, "Manual of Administrative Pdl-
icies and Procedures for Social ' ork Students," 1953, p. 4. 
I 
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spouse and rarely is it the veterania ther$pist, but 
rather another therapist. 
Review or the Literature 
There seems to be a considerable amount of material 
in social work and psychiatric literature on the simul-
taneous treatment of husbands and wives, Most of t h is 
is focused on the specialization now known as marriage 
counseling, but it is also applicable to this study, i"e., 
the bringing in of the wife as a collateral contact to 
help with the treatment of her husband either by treating 
her also or by seeing her for e. few interviews for other 
reasons. 
Since the study is chiefly concerned with the wives' 
referrals, a review of the literature is similarly fo-
cused below. In planning treatment goals and reviewing 
diagnoses of married veterans, the major question 1s: 
in what ways can these patients be helped? This poses 
the probl em of whether or not the spouse should be seen. 
For hat ree.sons should the spouses be seen? Florence 
Hollis, in ~men !n Marital Conflict, states that it 11 
helpful but not necessary to have both partners in treat-
ment. Her book which is an empirical study of marital 
conflict and counseling, is e.n evaluation of the casework 
movement in ninety-six marital cases. She does not 
4 
directly relate the movement to whether or not the spouse 
wa~ seen but she does writer 
Undoubtedly , other t hing s being equal, more 
change and more rapid change is likely to occur 
if both partners are working on the problem •••• 
The writer, however, would definitely not agree with 
t hose who take the position that it is impossible 
to, h elp in marriage conflict unless both partners 
are will ing to participate in treatment . Many 
case s in this study demonstrate th op osite --
that a change i n one partner may 1n itself de-
crease t he total conflict or even go further and 
bring about a responding change in the other per-
son 1nvolved.4 
Frit z Schmid! also gives some anew rs to these ques-
tions whlch seem to typify the thinking in most of the 
literature. He feels that whether or not the epouee is 
brought in requires special judgment in each case. If 
the therapist thi nks that it is sufficiently important 
to evaluate the po ssibility and value of helping the 
spouse through treatment , then the wife should be seen. 
However, he points out that it is not worthwhile to see 
the s.pouse in some cases, and in others, it may even be 
detrimental to the casework with t he origine.l partner. 
Some of the reasons for bringing the spouse in, which he 
lists, are: 1.) dia.gnostic cons1.dere.t1one, 2.) to in-
clude the partner in treatment, and 3.) to make S?ecial 
4. Florence Hollis, Women !!l Marital Confl_ict, p. 182. 
5 
brief arrangements for the family such as arranging for 
care of children, hospitaliz tion, ete .5 
.: .. . 
It is interesting to note that the functional school 
of casework emphasizes the need to deal with two clients, 
both husband and wife , when doing marital counseling • 
.!:il . Robert Gomberg writes: 
Since our focus is on the relationship between 
two individuals rather than on the complications 
in the personality of the applicant and since 
any relationship .is a reciprocal phenomenon, we 
naturally ask both husband and wife participate 
in the helping process.6 
Often , a marital relationship represents a comple-
mentary neurotic balance whereby emotional difficulties 
of each play into and augment the emotional difficulties 
of the other. And it is then neee .ssary to tree t the parte 
if the whole is to be helped. Dr . Bella ~ittelman7 de -
scribes three groups of complementary neurotic relation-
ships and the therapeutic considerations When one spouse 
is in analysis. She describes the first group as being 
.. 5. Fritz Schm.idl, "On Contact with the Second Partner · 
in Marriage Counseling, tt Journal Q! Social Casework, 30 : 351 , 
January, 1949. 
6. M. Robert Gomberg , ~counseling as a Service of the 
Family Agency, 11 Counseling ~ Protecti~e Service as 
Family Casework - A Functional Approach, 1946, p. 28. 
7. Bella Mittelman, 11Complemente.ry eurotic Reactions 
in Intimate Relationships," Psychoanalytic Quarterly , 
3:479, October, 1944. 
6 
characterized by a relationship in which unconscious needs 
of both spouses are satis~ied even though the needs of 
one are neurotic ones. Usually this group does not appear 
sick and therefore analysts are not so concerned with 
them. In the second group, one spouse's needs are satis-
fied but the second spouse's needs are not, therefore 
creating some anxiety. Usually, only this spouse looks 
sick. The third group is characterized by one partner 
being motivated by marked anxiety and the other interprets 
this fear in terms of his own inner conflicts and reacts 
to it in a manner that increases anxiety in the first 
partner. Therefore , each neurosis ki.ndles and perpetuates 
the neurosis of the other, and we see considerable anxiety 
and disturbance . Dr. Mittelman states that if the com-
plementary reactions are not too serious or disturbing, 
it is not necessary to treat the partner but simply to 
clarify the relationship to the partner. In a succe ssful 
analysis, these complementary reactions often disappe-ar 
·,:· .. 
without direct measures. Treatment for both spouses is 
only indicated if the neurosis of the partner is such 
that it will block therapeutic progress with the original 
partner . 
The next area of study is the clinical aspects of the 
wife's referral. Many of the wives in this study came 
to the clinic originally without an appointment. The 
7 
!! 
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others were seen at the direet request of the clinic. 
Does the timing of their referrals have any bearing on 
them? Is it better to divide the case, i.e •. , have d1f-
f.erent therapists see the veteran and the wife? What 
should be do~e when the wife or her spouse are resistent 
1 to the referral? These ques~ions have also been handled 
.,, 
,, 
l 
,, 
by writers in the field and their answers can be found 
below. 
As ' to the timing or when the spouse should be referred, 
Fritz Schmidl states that "it should not be attempted 
before the caseworker is r easonably sure that he has 
establ1 shed a .sufficient treatment relationship to · permit 
contac t with the partner.~8 Sidney Berkowitz writes that 
the question of seeing the spouse should be brought u1;> 
d.uring intake or the first interview. If there is . resi s-
· tance, he goes on to say, "The fear may be that if the 
spouse is seen, ~he marriage will be seriously threatened 
or that the applicant's worst fe.ers will be confirmed.n9 
He suggests that often a sensitive discussion will solve 
this but if it is largely based on the client'o aggression 
a. . Schmidl, .2..E..t. cit,, p. 35. . .. 
9 . Sidney J . Berkowitz , "An Approach to the Treatment 
of Marital Discord, " Journal of Social CF1sework, 24 :359, 
November, 1948. 
-~ --
--
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II 
and his desire to make the worker e. party to a hostile 
conspiracy, it may not be possible to work it out . H 
s ys , "Unless both partnere are interested in obtaining 
And us ing help, we are not really treating the marital 
conflict. nlO 
The corollary to the question whether or not to bring 
the spouse into tre tment is whether or not to divide 
the case. Fritz Schm.idl writes: 
Regular interviews of one caseworker with 
both marriage partners can be as satisfactory 
in one case a.s it is unsatisfactory in another, 
Marriage Counseling cannot be successfully accom-
plished on the basis of any routine technique,ll 
In general, he feels this question can usually be answered 
by looking to -·the purpose of the referral . Spli tt1ng i 
best for intensive treatment because seeing the same worker 
usually provokes jealousy , and ca.n jeopardize the rela-
tionship . 
Eleanor Gay ., in her article "Casework with usband. 
and -·are by Two Separate Casewor rer s," wr1 te s about this 
practice a t the Mental Hygiene Unit of the Boston Veterans 
Adm.inistre.tion. Since the setting of this study is also 
Miss Gayts setting, her statement is of signif'ice.nce. 
Miss Gay writes: 
10. Ibid •• p . 359. 
11. Schmidl , ~ cit ,, p . 35. 
9 
In the . ental Hygiene Unit of the Boston 
Veterans Administration, the ncollateral" client 
is rarely interviewed by the same person who 
sees the patient for casework treatment, due 
to the possibility of heightening the feelings 
of rivalry about having the therapist's atten-
tion. It is believed that providing a separate 
therapist for each patient gives a great advan-
tage in the control of the caseworlr relationship.12 
Added to the published literature on this subject, 
are the students' unpubliehed theses which utilized the 
settings of the Lowell and Boston Veterans Administration 
Mental Hygiene Clinics. Several of these studies are 
focused on eontacts with the wives of patients. 
Suzanne H. Vogel of Simmons College studied movement 
in cases or simultaneous treat ment of fifteen veterans 
e.nd their wives. rs. Vogel found thatt 
Bringing the wife into treatment does generally 
help both the wife and the veteran, end that the 
factors in the ca.se s which seemed most closely 
associated with the movement were the severity ot 
t he di sturba.nce, the wife's initial insight into 
her role in her husband's illness, the length 
of the wife's treatment. and by whom the wite•s 
referral was made.l3 
Edward Fish of Boston University studied marital 
problems of fifty veterans to see what social factors such 
12. Eleanor Gay, "Casework with Husband and ~'ife by 
Two Separate Caseworkers," Journal 2! Psyehiatrie Social 
~, 23:4, June, 1954. 
13. Suzanne H. Vogel, "Movement in Cases of Simul-
teneous Tree.tment of Veterans and Wives,u p. 82. 
10 
as war 1 etc., contributed to the marital discord and con-
.::t -• 
eluded it 1uu usually not the war but basic personality 
problems.l4 Laul'a McDonald of Boston College studied 
casework methods used with five wives. She found that 
treatment for the wife included all of the casework treat-
ment methods, namely, environmental manipulation, psycho-
logical support, clarification, end insight development.l5 
Nancy w. Browne of Boston University compared and contrasted 
the presenting problems of twenty veterans and wives. 
Mr s . Browne found that the wives were more complaining of 
their husbands' eym.ptomtt than or their own problems.l6 
Francis Cosgrove, also of Boston University, studied 
nineteen veterans and the various factors influencing 
marital conflict. He saw that 74 per cent of the veterans 
showed some i mprovement although he could not correlate 
th1 s with the fact that the wife was seen.l7 
14. Edward Fish, "A Study into the Marital Problems 
of Fifty Veterans Seen at the Veterans Admin! strati on Men-
tal Hygiene Clinic, Boston, Massachusetts," p. 76. 
15. Laura McDonald, "A Study of Casework wtth Wives 
ot Veterans Under Treatment at the Boston Veterans Adminis-
tration Mental Hygiene Unit. 11 
16. Nancy W. Browne 1 "A Comparative Study of Problems 
Presented by Veterans and Their Wives Whose Cases Were 
Active at the . ental Hygiene Unit, Veterans Administration, 
Boston, on August l, 1949.~ 
1'7. Francis J. Cosgrove, "Marital Problems of Veterans." 
11 
Harold Geddes's social study for Simmons College on 
"The Relationship Between a Mental Hygiene Clinic and. the 
Wives of its Patients• haa mor e specific bearing on this 
study. Mr. Geddes studied twenty-four cases where wives 
had been s·een to learn what the clinic's policies were 
in seeing spouses as collaterals. He writes that the 
clinic did not follow any uniform pattel'n in bringing 
ives into treatment. He felt that there was some mo~e­
ment beneficial to the patient's treatment as a result of 
having the wife come in. However, because of the small 
number of east~ts, he felt that no generalizations could 
be made.l8 
In summary, it appears ths.t all of the wr1 ter s are 
in agreement that it 1s generally helpful to bring the 
wives 1n when necessary for either treatment, diagnostic 
purposes, or for making brief family arrangements. The 
referral, of course, has to be evaluated in te~s or ee.eh 
individual ce.se. It should usually not be done until the 
relationship with the original partner is reasonably secure 
unless the partner has been seen et ints.ke. There is some 
disagreem nt in the field over whether or not the ce~e 
should be divided and two therapists u8ed. In general, 
18. Harold Geddes, "The Relationship Between a Mental 
Hygiene Clinic and the ives of Its Patients ... 
12 
however, it is n r_~jits:l that splitting is best for i ntensive 
treatment becau:!Je seein the sam wo1•ker often evokes 
jealousy, and can jeopardi ze the r e lationship. 
The unpublished the ses of students at the Lowell and 
Boston Veterane Administration Mental Hygiene Clinics add 
to the above thinking. The students found that it was 
generally helpful to bring the wives in, that it was basic 
personality problems that usually ee.used the marital dis-
cord, and that the clinic did not follow any uniform 
pattern in bringi ng the wives i nto therapy. 
Pur»ose 
This descriptive study deals with the referrals ot 
wives of veterans who were receiving psychiatric treat-
ment at the Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Clinic 
from January 1, 1953 to January 1, 1955. While the study 
is not a study of movement, it is concerned with the prob-
lem of whether or not the referral of the wife was suc-
c essful in terms of fulfilling its given purpose, and in 
what kinds of cases it seemed advisable to see the spouse. 
The study is particularly interested in the types 
of referrals made at the clinic, the purposes of the case-
work done with the wives and its success and usefulnesa. 
The wives' and veterans• personal characteristics sueh as 
age, educational backgrounds, religions, etc ., and their 
13 
ma.rr i ges will b studied to provide a background for 
t hi s paper. Mor e broadly, t his i s a descriptive study of 
what the cont act with the wife is like at the Veterans 
Admi nistration Menta l Hygiene Clinic• 
This infOl"!l1ation may add t;o the l!nowledge of the 
r e asons for the se r eferrals and the relative frequency of 
each reason . Is the rea son for the referral related to 
:lts succe s s? Did the euceess of the referral t end to be 
related to any factors in t he clinical pictur es of the 
wives '? These are some of t he que stions which will be 
asked . 
This study is done with the hope that it will provide 
c lear er picture of t he referral of the veteran t-s _1rJ1 fe . 
Method 
'l1he two sources of dat e for this etudy were: 1.) c a se 
records and 2.} interviews with t he therapists for sup-
plementary information not found in the records. These 
case records include rather complete su:mms.ries of the 
case interviews with the patient, a diagnostic formulation 
about the patient made at int rure , and reports of any 
psychological , psychiatric, or physical examinations the 
patient mi ght have at the clinic. 
~~e criteria for choosing the ca ses were: all cases 
of patient s whose -wives were seen and wer e recorded on 
the Social Service Tally Sheets from January 1, 1953, to 
14 
January 1, 1955 were used, with the exception of tho~e 
where insufficient information was available. (These 
Tal l y Sheets are the bi-monthly statistics on all oases 
seen by social workers.) Both. open and closed eases were 
used. Both intake and intensive treatment eases were used; 
Since this study was interested in social service 
cases, criterion 1. ws..s apn11ed so as to include only ca se s 
where ives were seen by social workers as a few were 
eeen by psychiatrists s.t the clinic. One case which was 
used did 1nclud.e brief therapy f ·or the wife by e. psyehi-
stri st, but her initial contacts with the clinic were 
with a social worker. Ei ghty case .s were recorded on the 
Tally Sheets for this two year period . However after 
further investigation, twenty of them proved to be mothers 
of veterans. (Oftentimes, the word '1w1fe1t was not re-
corded on the Tally Sheets but recorded ae "Mra.u . The 
writer found that the term uMr s. • was used to identify 
both wives e.nd 100thers.) Nineteen ee.ses had to he dis-
carded because of insufficient information. The lack of 
information in the major share of this lat t er group ~ s 
usuall d.ue to intake intervi ews which were often not 
fully recorded and/or focused only on the veteran. There-
fore, forty-one ce.se s were found that met the specified 
criteria. 
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A schedule, which can be found in the Appendix,l9 
was used to focus the writer on e.ree.s of interest to this 
study and to standardize the material elicited. An analysis 
of data was then made in view of the purpose of the study 
and tables were used to illustrate statistice.l data. In 
addition to the quantitative factors, the writer chose 
six cases to summarize for the purpose of adding some 
qualitative insights into this group. 
Limitations 
There are several important limitations to this study. 
One of the major limi tations had to do with the na~ 
ture and availability of the data. Often, the cases did 
not include personal data eonee~ning the wife and some-
times the veteran. Often too, the eases included some 
of the data but not all that the schedule asked tor. 
Therefore, any statistical computations will have to be 
viewed in the light of these shortcomi.ngs. Also, data 
taken from the records and interviews rely on the thera-
pists' memories and judgment which are not infallible. 
Because of the fact that the record is dependent on the 
recall of the worker, unevenness of date. was expected. 
Sometimes when the specified data was not included in 
the record, the writer had to make inferences when the 
19. Appendix, p. 76. 
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information seemed to be implied in the case material. 
These inferences too are open to error;. -: ,~-·~; 
Because nineteen cases had. to be discarded because 
of insufficient information, it cannot be said th t this 
sample ie representative. Theae nineteen oases all mi ght 
be ot a part~~~lar kind. Therefore, conclusion! fro~ 
the data collected for this atudy ca.nnot be applied to 
the entire universe; that is, all wives ot patients seen 
on a collateral basis. 
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CHAPTER II . 
A PICTURE OF THE VETERANS 
Before going into an analysis of the wives and their 
referrals to the clinic, it is i mportant that a picture 
of the veteran-patients be presented to add to a fuller 
under st anding of the wives and their problems. This 
chapter is then devoted to an analysis of both the personal 
and clinical characteristics o.f the forty-one veterans. 
The Age of the Veterans 
Table I shows the frequency distribution of the 
veterans' ages. The age of the veteran at his most re• 
cent intake at the clinic was used for these computations. 
The arithmetic mean of the ages was 32.5 years. The 
median was 32.8 years. As can be expected, because of 
the predominance of World War II veterans, 71 per cent 
wei'e grouped between the ages of twenty-five and forty 
years. This skewed curve is a r e sult of other wars; 
othe~ military emergencies, and the minimum age of ser-
vice personnel. 
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Age 
Under 25 
25-29 .9 
30-34.9 
35-39.9 
40-44.9 
45-49.9 
Over 50 
TABLE I. 
THE VETF~AN S' AGES 
Number of Veterans 
(41) 
4 
12 
·a 
9 
6 
1 
1 
Religious, Cultural, and Educational Factors 
Three factors whioh throw additional light on this 
group are: 1.) the veteran's religion, 2.) his cultural 
characteristics and origin, and 3.) the education h has 
rec eived. 
Fifteen veterans were Protestant and sixteen were 
C·atholic. Case records mentioned that two of the Catho ... 
lies were converts, one transferring his religiou s mem• 
bership from the Jewish faith to Catholicism. Little is 
known about the Protestant break-downs but one Lutheran , 
i_/ I 
1 I 
one Methodist, and one Baptist did mention their specific 
churches. Four veterans were Jewiahand one celled him-
self a "spiritualist". 
It was interesting to note that many of the veterans 
did speak about their religious beliefs and feelings about 
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religion. Intake procedures no longer include the elici-
tation of the veteren's religion, but regardless of this, 
all but five of them did mention their faiths during 
treat ent. 
The characteristics of the veterans• cultural influ-
ences and origins were v aried. Along with rae ~d nation-
ality, the writer found that environmental and early 
social factors also had important bearing on their lives 
and the problems they presented at the clinic. All of 
the veterans were white~ As to nationality, four •ere of 
Irish descent ·, one of Portugeae, one of French, and one 
as born in Russia. One or the veterane was raised in a 
pur i tanical New England family and another was from rural 
.·- (· 
Vermont. One was originally from Alaska, another was a 
Kentucky mountaineer, and still a.nother came from the 
extremely poor socio-economic whit class of the South. 
It seemed intere sting to note that three of the veterans 
were illegitimate and had many problems around the ac-
cepta.nce of their origins. The first veteran was raised 
by an alcoholic mother who never married; the eeeond by 
his grandparents; and th.e third went from foster home to 
foster home until he was finally adopted by a woman sixty 
years his senior. There was no available information 
regarding the cultural origins ot sixteen of the veterans 
and it then seems safe to assume that the eultur.al tactors 
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did not directly appear a part of either their situational 
or personality problems which they presented. 
The educational backg~ounde of only thirty-three 
veterans were known. (See Table II below.) Of these 
thirty-three, the arithmetic mean of the veterans' years 
spent in school was 11.4 years. Forty per cent of the 
veterans did not complete high school; 30 per cent did 
and 30 per cent went further than high school. Of these 
thirty-three, 18 per cent held college degrees , and one 
in the group had a Master's Degree in Business Administra-
tion and another was work.ing towards a law degree in the 
professional school. 
TABLE II. 
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF THE VETERAN 
Education 
Did not complete high school 
Completed high sehool but went 
no further 
Completed high school and went 
further 
Unknown 
Number of Veterans 
(41) 
13 
10 
10 
8 
j The Veterans' EmJ:2loment 
1, Below in Table III , we see a presentation of the 
11 veterans' occupations. For purposes of presentation, 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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the various occupation·s have been classified in broad 
groupings according to the type of work done. The largest 
number of vetersns, 27 per cent, fall into the "skilled 
labor " classification. The "other" cla.ss:tfice.tion in-
eludes bus, cab, and truck drivers and a policeman. 
TABLE li i . 
THE VE'rERANS ' OCCUPATIONS 
Occupation 
Unemployed 
Unskilled Labor 
Skilled Labor 
Clerical work 
Student 
Salesman 
Admin! strator 
Professional 
Other 
Number of Veterans (41} 
5 
5 
ll 
4 
2 
5 
2 
3 
4 
In addition to the nature of work that the veteran 
engaged in, it is also helpful to know the character of 
the veteran's work history. This has been divided into 
four main categories. If a veteran held over four jobs 
in the past five years, his work history was considered 
to be "very sporadic.rt If' he held under four jobs in the 
past five years but more than one, the history we.s con-
sidered "sporadie.n All other jobs were considered nsteady." 
There was no information regarding three o.f the veterans' 
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ork histories . Fifty-four per cent of the veterans belong 
to e ither the ''very sporadic' or "sporadic'' groups. 
(Eleven were considered "very sporadic;" ten were 11 sporadio," 
and seventeen were con$idered 'ateady. 1' ) This c l early 
shows t hat t heir work adjustments ere not, for the most 
part , good. 
Branch and Length of Service 
Tlle last factors to be 'considered in the veterans' 
per SOnal data are: r.) ·· tpe Veteran f 8 branCh Of SerViCe 1 
\ . 
and 2.) h is length of service ·. Forty-nine per cent of 
the veterans were connected with the Army. The break-
down into services was: twenty in the Army, thirteen in 
the Navy , five in the Air Force, two in the Marines, and 
one in the Coast Guard . All of the serv.iees were repre-
sen ted . 
TABLE IV . 
THE VETERANS' LENGTH OF SERVICE 
Number of Months 
o to 11.9 
12 to 23.9 
24 to 35.9 
36 to 47.9 
48 to 59.9 
60 to 71. 9 
72 to 83. 9 
Over 84 
Number of Vetera.ns 
(41) 
7 
10 
10 
4 
2 
6 
1 
1 
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rl'wenty-seven veterans spent between one s.nd thre e 
years in t he service. Tabl e I V shows the length of time 
the veterans spent in the serv ice . Of this group , 56 
per eent ere ;orld ~ar II veterans and 9 per c ent of the 
entire group saw some k ind of combat . 
The above has been a glimpse of the personal charac-
teristic s found concerning these veterans. The second 
half of this chanter will deal with the che.re.oteristics 
of the group's contacts with the clinic. 
The following clinical data includes information 
regar ding : 1.) the patient's diagnosis, 2.) his number 
of eon tact s with t he clinic, 3 .) the there.pi st chosen 
for him, and 4.) the complaints he presented to the clinic 
both at intake and in later treatment interviews. 
The Veteran t s Diagnosis 
. or .e than half of the veterans, twenty-six, were 
~~ .. :} 
diagno sed in the psychoneurosis c las sifieetion, the next 
largest group be.ing the p syohot.ic , patients. Table V 
shows the kinds of diagno ses, the f r equency of each classi-
fi c etion , end the estimated amount of i mpai rment the 
illnesses had created. Both the diagnosis and the severity 
of ee.ch wee made by the inteke psychiatrist when the 
pati~nt wa s first seen at the clinic. Severity was classi-
fied in terms of severe, moderate end minimal. If a 
patient came to the clinic several times, his most recent 
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diagno sis i SS used for t h is t abul at i on . The d i agnoses 
~ere s tandar i zed by t h e writer e.cco di ng to the approved 
psychiat r ic nomencl atur e of t he Veterans Admi ni s t ration . l 
The Vetere.n•s Therapist 
Both psychiatric social workers and psychiatri sts 
serve a s t herapists at t he Mental Hygiene Clinic. Although 
t he clin ic would like to he.ve .each pat i ent seen by the 
ther api st fe l t best equi pped to handl e t he pr oblem, r ealis-
t ic pr e ssures do not lways allow this. In order to void 
a l ong wait i ng list, i t is necessary at t i mes t o assign 
a patient to t he t her api st who h as treatm~nt hours avnil-
able , and also, t h e frequent tur nover of staf f and re si -
dent s nece ssitate s frequent transfer of pat i ents fr om 
one therapi st t o another. Table VI indicate s a si mple 
breakdown of the principal t her apists who saw t he patients 
i n t hi s group . The br eakdown doe s not include whether 
the social worker or psych i at r ist ~as an experienced one 
or a r es i dent ( student ) nor does ~ t de scribe the sequ ence 
of therapi sts a veter an might have seen whi l e at th 
c l inic . For example , on vetere.n saw a male psychiatrist, 
1. "Socia l Serviee Functions in Vete r an s Administration 
Regional Offices and Center s with Regional Office Activities, '~ 
Veter ans Admi ni stration Technical Bull et i n, 1fi lOA-198 , 
hve.shi ngton , D. C., 1949 ), 'I'B l OA- 78 , Appendi x A. 
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TABLE V 
THE VETERAN'S DIAGNOSI S AND PEGREF OF I MPAIID4ENT 
Diagnosis and Degr·ee 
of Impairment 
Number of VetP-rane {41) 
1. Psychoses 
Schizophrenic Reaction 
S~vere 3 
Moderate 3 
Minimal l 
Paranoid Disorder 
Severe 1 
Moderate 1 
Manic Depressive Reaction 
Severe 1 
Moderate 1 
2. Psychoneurosis 
Anxiety Reaction 
Severe ~ 
Moderate 6 
M1nimal 3 
Unknown 1 
Conversion Reaction 
Severe 2 
Moderate 2 
Depressive Re ~ction 
Moderate 2 
Minimal 1 
Hypochondriacal Reaction 
Severe 1 
Somatization Reaction 
severe 1 
Moderate 4 
Minimal 2 
3. Alcoholic Intoxication 
Moderate 2 
4. Organic Chronic Brain 
Syndrome Associated With 
Brain Tumor 
Moderate 1 
5. Situational Me,lad justment 
Severe 1 
2 
2 
11 
4 
1 
'7 
2 
1 
1 
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two female social workers, and again a male psychiatrist 
during a six year period. In such instances, the case 
fell into the rtmixed" category. 
TABLE VI. 
DISCIPLINES TREATING THE VETERANS 
Discipline 
Social ·ork 
Psychiatry 
Clinical Psychology 
Mixed 
Intake Only 
Number of Veterans 
(41) 
12 
13 
2 
6 
8 
Veteran 1 s Length of Treatment 
The shortest contacts the.t any of the veterans had 
with the clinic were one visit 1nte.kes "Which tour veterans 
had. These intake interviews as can be seen in Table VI 
above were: 1.) to help a veteran receive authorization 
for treatment outside the Veterans Administration by a 
private doeto~ (but reimbursed by the V. A.), 2.) to give 
medication only, and 3.) to arrange for dirtect hospitali-
zation. The longest contact a veteran had was six years. 
The arithmetic mean of the periods of time this group 
came to the clinic was 25.5 months. 
2'7 
TABLE VII. 
VETERAN'S LENGTH OF TREATMENT 
Years Number of Veterans 
(41) 
One visit 
1 but under 2 
2 but under 3 
3 but under 4 
4 but under 5 
5 but under 6 
Over 6 
Problems Presented at Intake and 
Subsequent Interviews 
4 
15 
3 
10 
5 
2 
2 
Although the purpose of this study is not to foou s 
on the veterans' treatment, the problems they presented 
both at intake and in subsequent interviews also have 
bearing on the characteristics ot the group and the re-
ferral of their wives. Although every complaint and 
problem could not be reproduced for this paper, the writer 
did find that e ach diagnostic category had similar com-
plaints. For the most part, these problems are expressed 
in terms of symptomatology (both somatically and in terms 
of the patient's inability to tunetion in given areas) 
rether than causal factors as the former is more usually 
the patient's manner of presentation. 
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At intake, the psychotic patients complained most 
about body pains, "nerves,' depression, end insomnia. 
They lik wise had difficulties with their in-laws, in 
managing money, and two complained of being excessive 
drin.l{ers. Later, in subsequent interviews, along with 
much of the bizarre material so often seen in the psy-
chotic, the psychotic patlents also compla.1ned of marital 
problems and expressed a great deal of hostility toward 
both their wives and their children. Often, however, 
they would deny having any problems at all. 
The psychoneurotic group, both because of its size 
and characteristics, had a more complicated and varied 
list of complaint s. At intake, somatic complaints were 
expressed for the most part. Some ot these were: fatigue, 
weight loss, nausea, headaches, anorexia, bodily pains, 
and dizziness. They also mentioned irritability, "anxiety," 
depression, and alcoholism. Five of them expressed direct 
hostility toward their wives, four others of them admitted 
much marital discord, and three others spoke of "trouble 
with in-laws.'' As treatment progressed, their complaints 
broadened to problems of alcoholism, finances, and employ-
ment. Six patients spoke of sexual problema (usually 
because the patient said the wife was ''frigid tt) and five 
were concerned with the whole area of masculinity. It 
is interesting to note that as time progressed, twenty 
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of the veterans frequentl y spoke of marital d iscord and 
e.xpreesed a great dea.l or hostility and suspicion toward 
their wives. 
The complaints of the other diagnostic categories 
are very similar to t h e above. The striking feature. of 
the compl i nta presented by each group is that there is 
a common t hr e d running through all of the cases, i.e., 
the hostility to the spouse and the dissatisfaction with 
the marital discord. The next chapter, which is about 
the wives and their marriages should throw more light 
upon t h is area. 
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CHAPTER III. 
THE VE'l'.ERAN' S WI FE AND HIS MARRIAGE 
Chapter II presented a picture of the veteran-patients 
in this group and their characteristics. Before studying 
the referrals of the wives, it 1s important to look at 
the characteristics found in this group of wives and to 
relate these characteristics with those of their husbands' . 
the second part of this chapter will be devoted to inf'or-
mation regarding the veterane' marriages. 
The Age of .the Wives 
Below i .s a table showing the frequency distribution 
of the wives' ages given at the veteran's most recent 
intake. The median age was 31 years, the arithmetic mean 
being 31 also. Comparing these measurements to those of 
their husbands, the study shows that the mean for the 
husbands' ages was 32.5 and the median was 32.8. As with 
the husbands also, the largest number of wives fell into 
the twenty-five to forty year old groupings . These com-
parisons can be made only tentatively however, as infor-
mation regarding the ages of ten wives was not given in 
the records. 
- -=== 
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TABLE VIII. 
THE AGES OF THE WIVES 
Age 
Under 25 
25 but under 30 
30 but under 35 
35 but under 40 
40 but under 45 
45 but under 50 
Over 50 
Unknown 
Number of Wives 
(41) 
7 
5 
7 
7 
2 
2 
1 
10 
Religious, Cultural, and Educational Characteristics 
Again, less information waa found about the wives 
than was found concerning the veterans. Por example; 
t h ere was no .avai lable information regarding the religion 
of the wives in twelve cases. Twenty ... two cases did not 
mention the wives' educational backgrounds. Only those 
f ew eese s where cultural characteristics were of signif1-
canoe seemed to mention them. It seems safe to assume, 
however, that when information was not found in the record 
about t he wife's characteristics, they were not greatly 
unusual or relevant to the problems at hand. Otherwise, 
t hey would have probably appeared in the record. 
Fourteen of the twenty-nine wives whose religion was 
known were Catholic, twelve were Protestant, and three 
- = -~ ::.;.-=.,__= 
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were Jewish. Of mixed marriages, _it was interesting to 
note that in all tour of the cases., it was the wife who 
was Catholic and the veteran who was Protestant. While 
there was much marital discord over these mixed marriages 
in all four of the casesj .there was also • great deal of 
disagreement over religion in a ease in which the veteran 
was Lutheran and the wife Episcopalian. 
In regard to the cultural characteristics, the writer 
found some interesting differences which played an im-
portant part in the social e.djustmente of this group. 
The Kentucky mountaineer was married to a Boston woman 
of Armenian descent who was reared according to the cul-
tural patterns of this immigr ant group. As the intake 
psychiatrist put it, "Be was entirely out of his element ... 
Another ease displaying a discordant diffei"ence was that 
of · e. Jewish woman married. to a Ce.thol1o veteran of Polilh 
descent who lived 1n the Polish community. Five of the 
couples were of Irish descent and one wife was actually 
born in Ireland. One Irish girl was married to ~n Italian 
(descent) veteran and two couplee were both or ! t e.lian 
descent. 
It was also interesting to note that while there were 
three veterans who complained of their illegitimate origins, 
two of the wives .also discussed their problems about the 
fact that they were illegitimate. One of these illegitimate 
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women had a ''forced marriage" ·: h er self ~tnd geve bir th to 
a child three months after her marriage to the veteran. 
As stated above, no information wa.s available regard-
ing the educational backgrounds of twenty-two wives. How-
ever, of the remaining nineteen, the writer found their 
educational backgrounds to be high. Two of the twenty-
two wives had Bachelor of Arts degrees -and t hirteen of 
them had completed h igh school. Only four of them did 
not complete high school. 
The Wife's Occupation 
As can be expected, 54 per cent of the known thirty-
three occupations of wivee were housewives. As can be 
se en i n Table I X, the remaining occupations are almost 
evenly divided. 
TABLE IX. 
THE WIVES' O<JOUPA'l'lONS 
Occupation 
Housewife 
Retail Selling 
Clerical 
Professional 
Dome stic 
Waitress 
Factory Worker 
Unknown 
Number of Wives (41) 
18 
1 
5 
:5 
1 
3 
2 
8 
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The Veteran's Marriage 
The second focus of this chapter is to look at the 
ehe.raeteristics of the marriages of this group, such s.s 
previous marriages, length of marriage, number and agee 
of children, and the effect of the wife's attitudes and 
behavior on the veteran l s problems before the wife • e 
referral. 
Previous Marriages 
The number of previous marriages is similar for the 
veteran and for his wife. Of the ve·terane, eight were 
divorced once before they were married to their present 
wives (wife o.t latest intake). One ve teran had been 
married twice before. Seven of t he wives had been divorced 
once before t hey married their present spouses and one 
had been widowed once. This was the first marriage for 
thirty-two of the veterans and for thirty-three of the 
wives. 
Length of Present Marriage 
Table X shows the frequency distribution of the 
length of the veterans• marriages at the veterans• most 
recent intakes. The arithmetic mean of this distributi.on 
was 7.5 yeers, the median was also seven years. The two 
longest marriages in the group were both of eighteen years 
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duration while two veterans were married during treatment 
and are then the shortest ones. 
TABLE X. 
LENGTH OF MARRIAGES 
Years 
Under 1 year 
2 but under 4 
4 but under 6 
6 but under 8 
8 but under 10 
Over 10 
Their Children 
Number of Couples (41) 
3 
9 
10 
9 
6 
4 
This group had a total or seventy-five children. 
On the average, they had 1.6 children per couple. Forty-
three of them were girls and the remainder, boys. Two 
of the six year old&, a boy and a. girl, were twins. One 
sixteen year old girl was adopted and two boys, one nine 
and one six, were offspring of a previous marriage. Table 
XI below shows the frequency distribution of the ages or 
these children. All of the ages used were those given at 
the veteran' a most recent intake. 
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TABLE XI. 
THE AGES OF THEIR CHILDREN 
Years Number of Girls Number of Boys (43) (32) 
Under 1 12 3 
1 but under 3 4 7 
3 but under 5 6 7 
5 but under 7 5 8 
7 but under 9 6 4 
9 but under 11 1 2 
ll but under 15 4 1 
Over 15 5 0 
The Effect of the Wife on the Veteran's Problems 
The last major question in this section is: what 
were t he effects of the wife's attitudes snd behavior on 
the veteran's problems before she was referred? Of course, 
in every case, the wife's very presence in t he marriage 
played into and often augmented the veteran's difficul-
ties. Much of this material is found between the lines 
and in the caseworker's own thinking. Therefore because 
of the nebulous nature of this question, it shall be 
dealt with in terms or how the veteran saw hie wife af-
fecting him and s.s the worker recorded this . 
It was interesting to note that only two of the 
veterans took it upon themselves to say that their "trou-
bles" began before they were married. One stated "it is 
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all within me," the other was unable to ex rese any hostil!e 
feelings towards his spouse whatsoever. The remaining 
thirty-nine veterans either expressed directly or indlreetly 
implied that their wives were instrumental in the c ausal 
factors of their lllnese. 
Twelve of the veterans directly expres sed their 
feelings that t he wives were causing their problema. 
One felt that his wife's sensitivity was making him worse. 
Another blam d his spouse for ''making him quit the ser-
vice." Another t s w:tfe' s "crying j a.gs" upset him: " ••• she 
was irritable, cold sexually, etc." One veteran felt he 
could never satisfy his wife, another was almost fanati-
cally critical of her in every ar a . Other eompla1nts 
were: "She' s unresponsive sexually , indifferent to me. " 
"She's domineering and nagging ." "She demands too much." · 
" She yells, depresses me, ia col d se.xually.u The complaints 
go on with another veter an s r.ying, "Her problema are mine 
but mine are not hers; she is no he l p ." Another veteran 
who speaks of much mutual abuse and. complain s of no sex, 
sums it u saying , "I'd be better off if not married, but 
f 
because of my girl (child) and my being Catholic, we'll 
stay married." 
A great deal of neurotic marital conflict is seen 
clearly in five of the cases . In one case, the wife is 
in the mother surrogate role and is the domineering and 
-- ·- ~ 
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aggressive woman the veteran fights against. Another 
wife, diagnosed as "depressive reaction" at the clinic, 
erie constantly, refuses his sexual adv.ances and ca.ll 
him a. "hypochondriac ." A third veteran , whose ife is 
unresponsive to sex also , d iagnoses his wife by saying, 
"She gets me mixed up with her psychotic father which may 
account for h r ina.bili ty to g et along with me. tt 
In si x of the case$ , the wife "had had enough" and 
wa s constantly threatening to leave . On~ veteran as 
generally hostile to all women and so especially to his 
wife. Another projected all of his paranoid delusions 
on to her and was very suspicious of her faithfulness . 
Three of the veter ans comp l a ined about having "forced 
marri ges" and expressed much hosti lity over the "u ex-
pected pr gnsncies." ne vetere.n, ho a t intake e:xpre ssed 
much ambivalence toward h is wife but ho during tr atment 
began to "fall in love ith h r," complained that her 
frigidity and hi s seduction into marriage caused h i m to 
have extramarital affairs. 
There as no information in eleven of t he c a se s as 
the wives were seen at intake only .~ In two of the c a ses, 
the wife's beh avior was not mentioned throughout hie 
t reatment. ln another ease, although the wife's behavior 
was f ound to be aggressive and controlling , she we:s also 
found to be "genuinely f ond of her husbsnd and. anxious to 
h~lp. Jl 
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CHAP'I'ER IV. 
THE WIFE' S REFER AL 
Previous chapters ha~e served as a background for 
this study because it was necessary to know of' the couple's 
personal and marital characteristics before an under stand-
ing of the wife's referral could be gained. This chap ter, 
then, is devoted to a presentation or the characteristics 
found in the referrals. 
The referral of the wife will be viewed in light or 
whether or not the referral wes successful. Such chax-ac-
teristics as: the initiator of contact, reasons for and 
timing of it , initial and later attitudes toward contact, 
number of interviews, and reasons for not continuing the 
contact will be related to this factor. Whether or not 
the referral was successful was determined by whether or 
not the stated purpose of the referral was fulfilled. 
·For example, if a wife was referred for tree..tm.ent and 
she refused to continue after two interviews, the referral 
was considered unsuccessful. Often the writer found that 
successful referrals were of varying degrees of success . 
It was therefore necessary to set up a simple scale to 
allow for these differences. Therefore, when the purpose 
of the referral wa.s completely carried out, such as hos-
pitalization for the veteran, the amount or success was 
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considered "marked. rt ~hen the referral was partially 
success fu l , such as the wlfe coming into t reatment and 
leaving it i mproved but before the therapist thought sh 
w s ready, the smount of success was considered "moderate." 
In such c ases , the judgment used wae that of the orker 
in the closing summary . The amount of success in two 
records was unde terminable and therefore e1ass1fied as 
''questionable . " 
Diagnosis and Success 
The writer as intel"ested i n learning if the diag-
nosis of the veteran had any relat i ons 1p to the success 
of the wife's r eferral. Table XII shows that there is 
indication of such a relationship. 
Of the eleven psychotic patients, six or 54 per cent 
of the referrals were considered or "marked" success. 
Ninety-one per cent were· considered successful either 
"markedly" or "moderately." T.here is a more even split 
among the referrals of wives of p sychoneurotic patients. 
Fourteen or 54 per cent were considered in the successful 
grou ing, and ten or 38 per cent were not successful. 
The probable rea son for this di f ference between the two 
groups is the fact that the wives of psyehot i e patiente 
were ueually seen for more specific purposes as compared 
with the large number of wives of the psychoneurotic 
patients who were asked to come in for treatment. It 
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is interesting to note that 66 per cent or twenty-seven 
of the total group of referrals was considered successful . 
Fifteen were considered to be of "marked" success, twelve 
were moderately successful, twelve were not considered 
successful, and the amount of success in two oases was 
"questionable.tt 
TABLE XII. 
THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE VETERAN AND THE SUCCESS 
OF HIS . "IFE' S REFERRAL 
Diagnosis Success of Wife's Referral 
·arked Moder- None Question- Total 
ate able 
Psychotic 6 4 1 11 
Psychoneurotic 6 8 10 2 26 
Alcoholic 2 2 
Or genic 1 1 
Acute Si tuat 1onal 
stress _! 
_.! 
Total 15 12 12 2 41 
The Initiator of and the Reason for Referral 
The next two factors which were related to the sueoese 
of the referral were: 1.) Who initiated these referrals 
and 2.) 'hy were they made? The latter question is most 
easily answered in light of the answer to "who initiated 
the referral?" 
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As can be seen in Table XIII, the writer found that 
the wives themselves constituted the largest group of 
initiators as eighteen or 44 per cent fall within this · 
classification. The clinic wns the next largest group 
and constituted 37 per cent or fifteen of the group's 
referrals. Of the fifteen referred by the clinic, five 
were referred by the veterans' social workers, seven by . 
the veterans' psychiatrists and three were referred at 
intake. Seventeen per cent or seven of the referrals 
were made originally by the veteran s and one referral 
wae made by a social worker from an outside agency. lt 
is interesting to note that most of the referrals, 63 per 
cent, were initiated from outside, the clinic and it there-
fore seems that it is not a common practice for the clinic 
to ask the wives to come in .• 
Table XIII also presents the relationship between 
the initiator of the referral and its judged success. 
The writer wa .s interested to learn if the source of the 
referral had any bearing on its success. In general, 
eleven or 61 per cent of the referral .s made by w1 ves 
themselves were considered succeesful, six of them markedly 
so. However, those referred by the clinic had similar 
results. Therefore no conclusions ca.n be drawn regarding 
the existence of a relationship between who initiated 
the referral and its euccesa. 
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TABLE XII I . 
THE I NITI ATOR AND SUCCESS OF THE REFERRAL 
Initiator Success of Wife' s Referr 1 
Marked Moder- None uestion- Total 
e.te able 
" i fe 6 5 5 2 18 
Veteran 4 1 2 7 
Clinic 5 ·_e 4 15 
Other _!, _!. 
Total 15 12 12 2 41 
The second factor to be discussed in this section 
is the reason for the referral or why the wife came to 
t he clinic. or the referrals made by wives, the large t 
number, s ix, came reque .sting eithe r treatment for t heir 
hu sband s, themselves, or both. The next two largest 
group s of wives came to talk about their husbands (tour 
wives) or to increase their under standing ot the veteran 
and/or his treatment at the clinic (four wives) . Often 
the wives in the former group came to complain about their 
husbands . Of the two with specific requests, one came 
asking for a letter regarding her husband's treatment end 
another came to tell the veteran's therapist to make him 
leave her alone . 
For the most part, the clinic called in the wives 
for either treatment or for diagnostic purposes . The 
referr als made for treatment were mostly offering it to 
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the wife, but in one case, the veteran's therapist tried 
to help a wife accept therapy f or her child at a guidance 
center. The referrals made for diagnostic reasons were 
more specifi cally to obtain more information about the 
veteran either at intake or during treatment, or informa· 
tion concerning the wife; the home situation or their 
marital relationship. It was interesting that three of 
the seven veterans who initiated the refe.rrals, wanted 
their wives to come in for treatment• When thel'e was 
more than one reason involved in the referral, the reason 
the person initiating the referral had was t he one used 
for tabulating purposes. 
TABLE XIV. 
REASON FOR •rHE REFERRAL AND ITS .SUCCESS 
Reasons Success of Wifets Referral 
Marked 'Moder• None Question- Total 
ate able 
Treatment 7 3 6 1 17 
To tal k about the 
veteran 3 2 5 
Specifi c r equest 1 1 2 
To increase her under-
stand in of his ill-
ness and treatment 2 5 4 ll 
Di agnostic purposes ~ _g J. 
Total 15 12 12 2 41 
As can be seen in Table XIV, of the seventeen wives 
who were referred for treatment, ten or 58 per cent were 
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considered successful. All of the five referrals which 
were me e to give the wives outlets to talk (or complain) 
about their husbands were, of course, successful. Seven 
of the eleven wives seen to increase their understanding 
of their husbands' illnesses and their treatment were 
successful, and five of the six wives called in for diag-
nostic purpo ses helped to give the therapist• clearer 
pictures of the veterans and their situations. 
hen the reason for the referral is examined in terms 
of the diagnosis of the veteran, the r ea son why the re-
ferral s of wives of psychotic patients were more success-
ful than those of the psychoneurotic patients is apparent. 
Seven of the eleven wives of psychotic p tients were 
seen for non-treatment purposes while more than half, 
fourteen or 54 per cent, of the twenty-six wives of the 
psychoneurotic patients were seen for treatment. It would 
be expected that there would be less success then with a 
reason such as treatment than with a more specific, limited 
one. 
The Timing of t he Referral 
Twenty-nine per cent or t ~elve of the wives' refer~ 
rals were made during the veterans' most recent intakes 
e.nd forty- six per eent or nineteen were referred dur1 ng 
the vet rans' first yee.r of treatment. The remaining 
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referrals were made within a three year period. Of the 
twenty-seven successful referrals, thirty-seven per cent 
I 
or ten of them were made at intake. This, of course, can 
be expected since intake interviews were, for the most 
part, for diagnostic purposes and therefore more easily 
successful. Almost half of the wiv'es of psychotic patients 
( 4,5 per cent) were referred. at intake and this 1s probably 
so because the wives or relatives of the sicker patients 
often accompany them to the clinic. Table XV presents 
t he above. 
TABLE XV. 
THE TIMING OF THE REFERRAL AND ITS. SUCCESS 
When Made Success of Wife· is' Referral 
~ arked Moder- None Question• Total 
ate able 
Intake 7 3 1 1 12 
Within 1 year 5 6 8 19 
V. ithin 2 years 2 1 '3 1 7 
Within 3 years 1 2 ~ 
- -Total 15 12 12 2 41 
Initial Attitudes About the Referral 
The wives and veterans have been separated into three 
groups according to the way they indicated they initially 
felt about the wives• referrals. Their attitudes were 
considered nravore.ble,""mixed," or 1tunfavorable." In 
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some c ases, data were not sufficient to permit judgment 
about their attitudes and these cases were classified 
"tmknown." Seventeen of the ea.ses did not show any infor-
mation regarding the attitudes of the veterans regarding 
the referrals. However, it is to be remembered tha.t the 
wife ould not be seen without the husband's consent and 
so, in each case, the veteran at least gave verbal consent 
to the referral. However, only thirteen or 32 per cent 
of the vetere_ns expressed favorable attitudes to'Ward the 
venture and eleven or 27 per cent expressed either un-
favorable attitudes or ambivalence about it. The success 
of the referral does not show any relationship to the 
initial attitudes of the veterans regarding the referral. 
Table XVI presents the attitudes of both the veterans 
and the wives. 
As can be seen below, the wives, on the whole, felt 
more fe.vorably toward the referrals than the veterans 
(probably because a great many of the actual referrals 
came directly from them). Sixty~six per cent or twenty-
seven of the wives expressed favorable attitudes about 
the referrals. Several expressed their enthusiasm in- a 
request for another appointment; another verbalized i -t 
by saying "coming to the clinic gives me a ehanee to get 
dressed up and to spend some hours away from home ••• it 
helps to talk to someone too." Another who came in 
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orig inal l y to read h e r husband 's r ecords, grabbed for 
another appo i ntment saying, "I \'lant to come to find out 
•, h at's going on ••• what 1 s wrong w1 th him." Intere stingly 
enough . hether or no t the wife's attitudes were favorable 
d id not h ve a bearing on the euccess of' the referral. Ot 
t~enty-sev~n wives with favorable attitudes, 6~ per cent 
or seventeen 'lfere successful; however, the referrals of' 
the t elve wives with unfavorable or mixed attitudes were 
75 per cent successful. 
TABLE XVI. 
I NITIAL A'rTITUDES ABOUT THE REFERRALS AND THEIR SUCCESS 
Attitudes Success of Wife's Referral Total 
1. Veterans 
Favorable 
M1:x:ed 
Unfavorable 
Unknown 
2. Wives 
F'avor ble 
f.ixed 
Unfav.orable 
Unknown 
Marked Moder-
ate 
6 4 
2 3 
2 
5 5 
9 a 
1 
4 4 
1 
Meenanica of Referral 
None Question- (41) 
a.ble 
3 13 
2 '7 
2 4 
5 2 1'7 
9 l 27 
1 2 
2 10 
1 2 
Although the clinic does not purposely choose the~a­
piats accord ing to sex for certain patients, more than half' 
(54 per cent) of the wives were seen by female social work-
ers. Only 22 per cent were seen by male workers. The 
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r m ining ives tere se en by social wor:kers and psychia- II 
triets in an 1nt ke c apac ity . 
'l'h e clinic contacted the 1;•ives for en appointment by 
either word of mouth from the therapist to the veter n 
to the wife , or by letter. A copy of a typical letter 
sent to ives for an appointm.ent can be found in th appen-
dix . l The wives contacted the clinic for an appointment by 
telephoning the veterans ' therapist , by letter , or by com-
ing in without en appointment either alone or with the 
veteran at his appoint~nt time. 
TABLE XVII . 
Nm.BER OF' IN'l:ER . I , ·s A iD SUCCESS OF 'fHE REF ·RRAL 
Number ucce ss of 'ife's Referral Total 
" . arked Jod.er- one Quest 1 on-
I n t ake only 
l but un ~r 5 
5 but under 10 
10 but under 15 
Over 15 
Total 
5 
4 
3 
1 
_g 
15 
ate able 
2 
5 9 2 
1 1 
...! _g_ 
12 12 2 
7 
20 
5 
1 
_..§. 
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As c qn be seen in Table XVII , the wives were seen for a 
total of 227 interview:! with an average of 5 . 5 interviews 
per wife. The longest contact a wife had with the clinie 
was twenty-seven interviews, the shortest, one, end the medi-
an in this range was three . lthough seven wives who were 
seen over ten times did have successful referr~ls, t he number 
of inter views did not seem to have a bearing on the success 
1. Appendix, p . 75. 
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of the referral. However, it is probable that a movement 
scale applied to the veteran's and/or wife's treatment would 
show some correlations between the two .factors mentioned. 
Later Attitudes 
Only nineteen wives continued treatment for more than 
three interviews. Since many of their attitudes about treat-
ment or just coming to the clinic did change after the .first 
and second interviews (i.e., often a.ft.eP they discovered 
what it was like), the writer was interested in learning if 
later attitudes in any way corresponded with the success of 
the referral. Since the attitudes of five of the veterans 
were not known, it is difficult to defini tely assume there 
was a correlation between later attitudes and success. How-
ever, of the known veterans' attitudes about thei.r wives 
coming, nine cases in which the veterans• attitudes were 
favorable were also successful. More can be se.id about the 
wives. There is e. definite relationship between the favor-
able attitudes toward continuing the contact and ita success. 
Four-fifths of the successful referPals in this group also 
showed favorable attitudes toward continuing at the clinic. 
Table XVIII below refers to the above. 
The question arising after one determines later atti-
tudes concerning the r .eferrals is: why did the wife discon-
tinue coming at all'l As can be seen in Table XIX the moat 
common reason causing the wife to terminate the contact 
was that the veteran himself terminated and she was then 
ineligible; eleven fall into this category and they 
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constitute twenty-seven per cent of the whole sample. 
:·· ... 
For example, one patient terminated therapy when he took 
a job in California. His wife remained in therapy for a 
month after his departure (an exception was m.ade) while 
she was making a dec! s1on regarding whether to join him 
or not~ Three patients cancelled out or therapy or left 
it on their own accordsJ four were hoepitalited (in such 
cases, the wife is usually offered soeia.l services through 
the hospital), and three were discharged improved. 
TABLE XVIII. 
LATER ATTITUDES AND SUCCESS OF THE REFERRAL 
Success of Wife's Referral Total 
The Wife's 
Favorable 
Unfavorable or 
mixed 
The Veteran's 
Favorable 
Unfavorable or 
mixed 
Unknown 
Marked Moder- None Question-
5 
1 
2 
ate able 
7 
2 
5 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
14 
5 
11 
2 
6 
The reasonswhy nine of the wives terminated were 
unknown. In such cases, they usually cancelled or ceased 
11 keeping appointments without giving the therapist a rea-
eon why. Seven wives left on their own accord. One was 
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angered when she was qu.eetioned by the intake doctor re-
garding her se.xual a·djustment and another didn't want to 
continue because she felt herself getting too close to 
t he worker and her therapist wrote, uThis seemed to be 
too threatening to her." 
TABLE XIX . 
REASONS FOR DISCONTINUING TREATMENT 
Reasons Success of i .fe' s Referral Total 
Marked Moder- None Question- (41) 
ate · able 
Still in therapy 2 2 
Continuance not 
called fol' 3 1 4l 
Discharged 1 -
proved 1 1 
Out side refe'rral 1 1 1 3 
Veteran disc'on-
tinued therapy 3 4 4 11 
~ ife left on her 
own 1 1 4 1 7 
Other 1 2 1 4 
Unknown 3 3 3 9 
Three of the wives were referred outside the social 
service staff of the clinic. One was referred to a psy-
chiatrist at the clinic when she became very depressed , 
one to another general psychiatric clinic because she was 
not eligible at the clinic and another to a family agency. 
The reasons classified as "other" include two divorces 
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and one case in which the husband bec~e so suspicious 
that he deq~.anded that his wife quit coming. 
·i?. () 
Use:fu1ness of the Referral 
The referral ·nas been viewed as successful or un-
successful in terms of whether or not ita stated purpose 
was carried out. In addition to this criterion of suo-
eess, it was also evident that there were other ways of 
judging its success. One of these, of course, would be 
to study the movement of both the husband's and wife's 
treatment. As mentioned previously, the study was not 
devised to be a study of movement and therefore it was 
not possible to make such evaluations. However, it was 
evident in several of the oases, that "movement" in the 
cases often came about after the wife did enter therapy. 
Another method used to evaluate the success ot .the 
referral w~s to look for and note all recorded statements 
concerning the referral which were made by the wife, 
veteran and/or the therapist. Table XX below shows that 
thirty such statements were made, twenty-four of them in 
cases already judged successful in terms of their stated 
purposes. Seventeen wives said that their referrals were 
in some ways helpful. One was "thankful to have had an 
opportunity to talk to someone;" another said, "This has 
been so helpful." Another wife thought, "It certainly 
has helped to air my feelings and express my anger; 
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it helped me to see my difficulties for what they are . " 
Nine of· the veterans said the referrals had been 
helpful to them. One thought, • She under.etands things 
now , " and another even said , "'~Y relationship with my 
wife ls so much better." 
'11ABLE XX. 
STATED USE:£11ULNESS OF THE REFERRAL AND ITS SUCCESS 
Stated Usefulness success of Wife's Referral Total 
Marked Moder- None Question-
ate able 
' ife 4 10 3 17 
Veteran 4 :5 2 9 
Therapist 3 l 4 
Implied 7 9 2 l 19 
Unknown 1 l 2 4 
Four of the therapists noted that the referrals had 
been generally useful in the records . However, this again 
is limited by summary recording and the feet that often 
such evaluations are not in the record. Because of this, 
it was neces sary t o include another class1f1oation, i.e., 
"Usefulness was implied in the r ecord . r• Nineteen cases 
fe ll into this category . 
In general, as expected , more positive comments re-
garding the ueefulness of the referrals fell into the 
"markedn and "moderate" success groups . 
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Case Illustrations 
The preceding section of this chapter dealt with a 
quantitative presentation of the data elicited for t h is 
study . The case summaries below are used a! illustrations 
for the purpose of adding some qualitative insights into 
this gl"OUp as well. Six cases were choeen to be presented, 
three to represent successful referrals and three unsuc-
cessful referrals. These six cases also represented the 
following reasons for referrals: 1.) treatment purposes, 
2.) to give her an opportunity to talk about her husband 
and his illness, 3.) specific requests, 4.) to increase 
her understanding or his illness and treatment, and 5.) for 
diagnostic purposes. 
Case I. 
Below is an. example of e. referral made for the purpose 
of helping the wife gain a clearer understanding of her 
husband's illness and one which wss judged to be unsuc-
cessful. Although she stated that she was relieved to 
learn he was not 11 orazy," she did not seem to gain any 
insight into his behavior or treatment and aFgr1ly refused 
to come again. Her husband's record did not !how any 
indication of his feeling s about her eomin to the clinic. 
'Mr. and Mr s. 3. 
This thirty-five year old, world ~ar II 
Navy veteran came to the clinic complaining of 
"tenseness, irrit ability, inability to accomplish 
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anything, epigastric pain and moodiness" and was 
diagnosed with "anxiety reaction." He was a 
Lutheran married to an Episcopalian woman, had 
completed high school, and was employed as a 
truck driver. He had been married thirteen years 
and had two girls aged twelve and eleven and a 
boy six. He was assigned to a male social worker 
and during treatment, brought out his resentment 
to superiors, underlying homosexual problems 
and resentment of his wife's working. Suddenly, 
the patient announced that his wife was leaving 
him and was contemplating divorce. It was at 
this time that the wife came to the clinic her-
self (five months after his intake) saylng she 
wanted to read his records. 
Mrs. s. was seen once by a female social 
worker. She was r e sent:tul because she could 
not read the records and revealed a long history 
of marital troubles. She said she didn't love 
him or -even particularly respect him when she 
married him "to get out of a situation.u She 
asked directly if her husband had a mental ill-
ness and when she was told he just had a "nervous 
condition," she was relieved. She wanted to 
leave him but was afraid that he was crazy and 
therefore didn't know what he would do to her. 
She said that he i gnored her and then ex-
pected her to be at his beck and call when he 
wanted her. There was very little sexual rela-
tionship between them. She went to work because 
she was lonely and unhappy since he did .not even 
bother to talk to her. She swayed back and forth 
in her thoughts regarding leaving him. She did 
not think anything would help because she didn't 
love him anymore. The worker asked her if it 
might help to wait while he was in treatment 
and possibly have her come here also. She said 
she did not need any help because she had no 
problem. worker asked her about coming in again 
but she said she had not gotten any satisfaction 
out ot this interview except that it was an 
opportunity for her to tell her side or the 
story and therefore she could not see any reason 
to come back. 
Although the wife did leave her husband, 
she did return and the patient felt she had done 
this to ttbring me to my senses." After nine 
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months of treatment, the veteran's case was 
closed improved in terms of physical symptoms 
and marital adjustment although it was felt that 
the patient would be returning to the clinic in 
the future. 
Case II; 
This is another example of an unsuccessful referral. 
In this ease, the reason for the referral waa two-fold. 
The wife originally came to the clinic with a special 
request, asking that her husband be hospitalized. When 
this was found to be not warranted, the wife was seen with 
the hope that she could adopt a less authoritative atti-
tude toward her husband. However, treatment seemed to 
have little effect on her. Her husband, too, while com-
plaining of his wife, was threatened by her coming to 
the clinic and insisted that she terminate therapy. 
I r. and Mrs. G. 
This twenty-five. year old, world ·ar II, 
married veteran came to the clinic complaining 
of upset stomach following meals since the birth 
of llia child. The initial impression which he 
gave was that of an extremely passive dependent 
type of individual who referr d all questions 
to his wife and appea.red very dependent on h~:r. 
He wes able to obtain an adequate living while 
working in a factory stock-room. He was diag-
nosed as having a schizophrenic reaction. e 
was apparently brought to the clinic by his wife 
who seemed to be aggressive in having something 
done about him, also requesting that we talk to 
her- about his condition and let her explain just · 
what she wanted done regarding his hospitaliza-
tion. She was referred to social service and 
he to a male psychiatrist. 
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The patient's symptoms became aggra~ated 
during the lest month of his wife's pregnancy 
with their first child and they consisted of 
nausea and vomiting. About a week after the 
delivery, he began to have stomach pains. It 
was evident that many of his fantasies revolved 
around swelling both in his wife and in his own 
body, all centering around his female identifi-
cations.. Following some reduction in this pa-
tient's fantasy pressures, he was discharged 
as "Improved." 
Mrs. a. was seen by a male social worker 
for four interviews. She came in expressing 
resentment toward her husband's behavior in the 
form of dri.nldng, lying, and financial irresponsi-
bility. As a controlling person, she wished to 
extend her dom~natio·n to the treatment situation. 
' Interviews with Mrs. G. were directed pri-
marily along the lines of getting her to adopt a 
less authoritative attitude toward her husband 
and to encourage him to be more independent. 
This had little effect on this immature woman 
who contradicted her stated trust in her husband 
by checking on his every move. Her case was 
o;losed because the patient had been discharged 
from treatment. 
Oaee III! 
The reason for this referral wa s to help the wife 
accept psychiatric treatment for her young daughter. It 
also was considered unsuccessful as she was h ostile and 
threatened by the interviews and refused to accept the 
exietenee of any problems. Her husband, on the contrary, 
was very eager for both hie wife and his diiughter to 
secure help and finally brought his daughter to a child 
guidance clinic on his own without his wife's cooperation. 
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. r .. and -Mr s . B. 
This tw nty•nine year ol d , i{orld \ 'ar II 
veteran came to the clini c com laining of unerves" 
and saying he had a 'ner vous breakdmmtt t o 
year ago . He st ted that his ,ife told him 
that on r etiring to bed one ni ;ht, he began to 
thra h around and to go to her t~ro at end to 
thro ~ things . 'fhe veteran had a m ster' s de ,.r e 
in business duc"et ion and was employed a"' a 
teacher . He had be n married for four y ars and 
bad a daughter eged four who h ad been conceiv d 
out of ~edlock ., Re h i ,self was born out of wed-
lock 1 so and discovered this h~n h we. i. ht . 
He descri.bed. hi mother as beln~ a lcoholic and 
promi cuou • He as d~egnosed s havin ' con-
version reaction , " condition tt sever " and as 
assi gned to a male psychiatrist . 
The patient's ·ife was seen eight months 
later at the r ·quest of the patient's psychia-
tr ist specifically in view of the appar nt mutual 
acting out (of husband and wife) on t he ir four 
year old daughter . The psychiatrist had already 
taken thls up 11th the patient and the wife' s 
cooper tion as necessary in order that t he chi d 
could be successfully refer r ed to a child guidanc 
clinic . A further fa ctor in t he r equest that 
the wife be seen w s that the patient, previously 
masochistic, was now asserting himself so.E what 
end this intensified the problem between patient 
and wife . 
Mrs . B. was nervous and r sentful t hrough-
out the intervie~s and continued to present her -
self as the mother of a nnormal , healthy little 
girl" and someone d finitely in control of her-
self and the surrounding situation . It was the 
,.or ker 's i mpression that ~rs . B. •as "intellectu-
ally accepting of the idea of a p sychiatric re-
ferral for her d u~hter but at the same time , 
is una ere that this is threa t ning to h er because 
she mi _ t feel guilty about not hav:tng met ell 
of the ch i l J 's n eds herself . " Although still 
very restrained and denying of any problems , sh 
did begin to speak of feeling insecure . Sh as 
seen for t hree intervie s with everal cancella-
tions i n bet en . Finally , she c elled to say she 
10uld not be coming in agai n as she was 'too up-
set over t h e interviews to come . " 
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A year later, the veteran's therapist wrote , 
11Th1 s patient has been in continuing psychotherapy 
and has manifested considerable improvement." He 
had no seizures since the initiation of treat-
ment , ha become much more accepting of male 
authority f i gures, relations with the wife were 
better, and he left hi s previous job for a more 
gratifying, lucrative one. His four year old 
daughter had been r eferred t o a child guidance 
cl inic. His fre quency of therapy was r educed 
to about -once a month and discharge in the near 
future was contemplated, 
Case IV , 
The next case concerns a wife who was referred to 
the clinic t wice and both referrals were considered sue-
cessful. She was first s een for diagnostic gurposea as 
her husband's therapist wanted to get a clearer p icture 
of the ife and their ma.rriage. Although the wife was 
resistent to the referral and the veteran was insistent, 
it was considered successful in that supplementary infor-
mation was obtained about the veteran's situation. 
She was seen the second time, again at the request 
of her husband ' s therapist, on a brief e.djunc t ·tve::basi s 
with a male psychiatrist for treatment purposes. Thie 
time, she did regard tre tment favorably and it as ter-
minated after five interviews by mutual consent of thera-
pist and patient, her condition and marriage improved. 
Mr. and Mrs . C • 
This thirty-two year old, World War II 
veteran with one child came to the clinic com ... 
plaining of loss of energy , inefficiency, and 
a feeling of tension or b!='ing ttblocked." He 
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was seen by a female social worker in conjunction 
with group therapy sessions and was diagnosed 
~anKiety reaction." He presented a picture or 
. a man who feels himself to be very inadequate 
and inferior and is so hampered by these feel-
ings that he is unable to operate very efficiently. 
Casework dealt primarily with his resentment of 
his child as a competitor for his wife's favor, 
with his great demands on himself in an effort 
to prove himself, and on reality problems such 
as his financial situation and desire for a 
new job. He had a bachelor's degree and was 
employed as a legal advisor to a welfare depart-
ment. Nine months after hie intake, he was trans-
ferred to another woman social worker when hie 
original one left th~ agency. 
He began complaining more and more about 
his marriage saying, "It is on the rocks." He 
said his wife wanted to get affection from him 
and he felt guilty over not being able to show 
it when she was depressed. He didn't want to 
even go home. The wife was then seen by a male 
social worker because the veteran's therapist 
wanted to get a clearer picture of what was 
going on at home. 
Mrs. a. fidgeted nervou sly saying she did 
not want to come but that her husband ha.d in-
sisted. She then launched into a detailed ac-
count of why she felt it was wholly a'' financial 
problem. She was unable to accept that hie might 
be an emotional problem until the interview was 
turned on her. She se. id, "I am emotional. I 
resent him and he thinks I'm self ish in want ling 
him to take time off. I would like to be able 
to discuss thing s with my husband but I get no 
respect. He never objected to my working when 
we were first married. I tried to please him 
but he hasn't treated me that way; he doesn't 
respect me." She ended the hour protesting that 
she had gone a long way in giving him confidence 
end never made him feel inferior. She stated 
that ehe would not went to come again but would 
reserve the right to make another appoi.ntment. 
She was seen a year later at the clinic by 
8. male psychiatrist for brief mjunetive thera.py 
at the request of her husband's therapist. Dur-
ing this time, she was depressed and threetened 
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to leave and divorce he.r husband. She was seen 
f or five interviews and appeared to be eager · to 
have therapy at that time. Her husband's atti-
tude too was favorable. The psychiatrist wrote, 
"At Mrs. C. ' e request, we are terminating be-
cause of reluctance to be obligated anymore to 
her mother (who had been baby sitting) and be-
cause the improvement which began to show itself 
a few weeks ago is being maintained." She ob-
served that at the time she first came to the 
clinic, it .seemed as though she would have to 
take desperate step s which she didn't want to do 
and she could see no other alternative but di-
vorce; but now she didn't feel that way at all. 
"By mutual consent, treatment was terminated 
with the patient expressing considerable appre-
ciation." 
Case V. 
The referral of the wife in Case V is another one re-
garded as successful. The wife's intent in coming to the 
clinic was to get an opportunity to talk about her husband 
and the clinic's intention in interviewing her was to 
learn more about them diagnostically. Although this ease 
illustrates both reasons, it was classified as a referral 
made for diagnoetic purposes. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. 
This fifty-eight ye er old, World War I veteran 
came to the clinic complaining of headaches since 
World War I. His headaches finally necessitated 
his being layed off from his job as a guard in 
the navy yard where he h~d been working tor the 
past fifteen years. He was married and had a 
sixteen year old daughter. He became reluctant 
and guarded as to any emotional troubles which 
might bring on his headaches and was at first 
reluctant about psychoaurapy, wanting instead 
some magic pill to cure him. He finally was 
accepting of therapy and assigned to a male psy-
chiatrist. His diagnosis was "hypochondriachal 
reaction," with moderate degree of impairment. 
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He did not show up for his appointment but 
came beck to Intake three months ·later with chief-
ly the same complaints. He again was assigned 
to a male psychiatrist and this time stayed on 
for therapy. 
At this eecond intake, he was accompanied 
by his wife who was anxious to talk to someone 
about him. She was anxious e.nd hostile as she 
talked to the male intake social worker . A note 
from her family physician explained no physical 
cause for her husband's headaches and psychiatric 
tree.t ment was recommended. This was upsetting 
to her as she revealed her husband has h d worse 
spells or headaches and reluct ance to work in 
the past few years . She felt that a cold started 
these headaches and this occurred in cycles. 
She appeared to be a very controlling wife often 
speaking of his 1llnes8 as if it were her own. 
After an explanation of therapy was given to her, 
she said, "I will see to it that my hua'be.nd at-
tends regularly." The worker wrote, "It would 
appear that .Mrs . c. has been difficult to pleaee 
and that she has taken over the direction or the 
household, husband, and any related problema. tt 
It did not appear necessary to make another 
appointment with this woman but her husband did 
continue in therapy until he was hospitalized 
four months later. 
Case VI. 
The referral of thi8 wife of a veteran being treated 
for somatization reaction was also considered moderately 
successful. She wee referred mainly for d1agno8tic pur-
poses so that the therepist might get a clee.rer picture or 
the hom.e situation but it was also hoped she would be ac-
eepting of treatment. She was initially enthusiastic 
about the referral although her husband regarded it sus-
piciously. 
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Mr. and Mrs. E. 
This twenty-nine year old, World War II 
veteran came to the clinic complaining of gastro-
intestinal symptoms, acute panic, end headaches 
and he was diagnosed "somati zation reaction." 
He explained that he was an illegitimate child, 
r aised by elderly grandparents, completed tenth 
grade , and was currently employed a! a bus driver. 
Thie as his first marriage and he was raising 
two stepdaughtere , aged eight and nine . He was 
assi gned to e male social worker and during treat-
ment, while hie symptoms subsided, he brought 
out his fear of dying , and spoke about his hos-
tility to both wife and mother . Since it was 
felt that the wife played a major part in his 
difficulties , she was asked to come in two months 
after his intake so the therepist could get a 
clearer pictur,e of the home situation. The 
possibility of her coming in fOr treatment was 
also to be explored. She was assigned to a male 
social worker . 
Mrs. E. was seen for a total of seventeen 
interviews. She talked of coming from a family 
of eight children, her father being an alcoholic 
who deserted the family when she was three and 
thus forced her mother to assume the aggressive 
role of supporting the family. Mrs . E. was pre-
viously married to a sailor who was killed in 
action and she married h er present husband two 
years later. 
She complained of marital, financial, social 
and some emotional problems and it was very dlff.i-
cult for her to recognize and accept her own 
emotional involvement and she was ext.remely ag-
gressive , controlling, and demanding especially 
of medical attention for her husband who created 
a very uncomfortable home si tue.tion for her ·and 
t he children. It was difficult for her to dis-
cuss her feelings and relate to a male in a de-
pendent way. 
Mrs. E. was given supportive treatment but 
responded unfavorably and eventually stopped com-
ing when the husband's medical requests were 
finally fulfilled, although her reasons were 
that her coming to see the worker was creating 
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another problem at home as Mr . E. believed the 
ife was keeping something from him that the V .A. 
did not want him to know . It was felt in general , 
that Mrs . E. was a ver.y di ff icult per son t o help 
because of her feelings toward men e.nd s. certain 
amount of masochi sm. She left with the under-
standing that she coul f ee l free to come back 
and tal about her difficulties whenever she fel t 
the need to in the future while her husband was 
still in treatment . 
=-
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CHAPTER V. 
SUt.iMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
clinic contacts with veterans' wives who were seen at the 
Veterans Administration Mental Hygiene Clinic from January 
1, 1953, to January 1, 1955. Forty-one wives were included 
in this study group . Research was aimed at trying to get 
a clearer picture of the personal e..nd marital characteristics 
of the wives and the veterans to serve as a beckground 
for the main focus of this study, the clinical aspects of 
the wives' referrals. The main emphasis was given to · a 
picture of the types of referrals, the purpose of casework 
done with the wives, and its success and usefulness. 
Factors regarding the referral were viewed in light of 
ita success or according to whether or not the referral 
fulfilled ita stated purpose. 
The veteran group was found to have an average age 
of 32.5 years, an educational background of 11.5 years 
and had as its most common occupation "skilled labor." 
Their work adjustments were for the most part poor. They 
represented all branches of the armed forcee and their 
average length of service was between two and three years . 
More than half of the veterans fell in the psychoneurosis 
classification. The average length of clinic contact for 
the veterans was 25.5 months and most of them saw either 
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psychiatric social workers or psychiatrists. Although 
the study did not focus on the veterans' treatment, the 
problems they presented at intake and in later interviews 
did have bearing on the characteristics of the group and 
on the referral of the wives. Along with somatic, social, 
economic complaints, there was a common thread running 
through all of the cases, i.e., the veterans' stated 
hostility toward their wives and diss.etisfaction w1 th 
marital discord. 
The wives' characteristics were not dissimilar from 
their husbands'. Their average age was thirty-one and 
their educational backgrounds were also high as only four 
of them di d not complete high school. This was the first 
marriage for thirty-two of the veterans and thirty-three 
of the wives and the average length of their marriages 
was 7.:3 years. It was interesting to note that only two 
of the veterans stated that their troubles began before 
they --married and therefore they could not blame their 
difficulties on to their wives. The remaining thirty-nine 
veterans ither directly expressed or indirectly implied 
that their wives were instrumental in the causal factors 
of their illnesses. 
Sixty-six per cent of the wives' referrals were con-
sidered successful. Ninety-one per cent of the referrals 
made with wives of psychotic patients were successful and 
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and 54 per cent of the wives of psychoneurotic patients 
had successful. referrals. The probable reason for this 
difference is that usually the wive.s of psychotic patients 
came for limited objectives as compared with the large 
number of wives of p sychoneurotic patients who were asked 
to come for treatment~ 
The wives themselves constituted the largest group 
of initiators of the referrals as 44 per cent of them 
contacted t he clinic on their own. Thirty-seven per cent 
were contacted by the clinic. It was interesting to note 
that most of the referrals, 63 per cent, were initiated 
from outside the clinic (by wives, veterans , another 
social agency) and it therefore seems that it is not a 
common practice for the clinic to ask the wives to come 
in. The success of the referral did not tend to be af-
fected by who initiated the contact with the wife. 
Most of the wives who initiated the referral them-
selves came in asking for treatment, either for their 
husb ands, themselves , or both. The next t wo reasons in 
order of f requency were: 1.) to talk about their hus-
bands, and 2 .) to increase t heir understanding of the 
veterens and/or their treatment at the clinic. The 
clinic's most frequent reasons for calling the wives in 
were for treatment or for diagnostic purposes . Of the 
wives who were referred for treatment, 59 per cent of 
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their referrals were considered successful. All of the 
referrals hich were intended to gi v, the wife an outl~t 
to talk e.bout her husband were succe~sful, and 64 per cent 
of the ives seen to be helped in understanding their 
husbands were successful. Eighty-three per cent of the 
referrals for diagnost ic purposes were also successful. 
The literature stressed the fact that the ife's re-
ferral . should not be made until the relationship with the 
original partner is reasonably secure unless the partner 
has been seen right from the beginning. In th1 s group, 
29 per cent of the referrals wer e made at intake and 46 
per cent were referred during the veteran's first year of 
treatment ; and no relationship could be found between the 
timin of the referr 1 and its success. Thirty-seven per 
cent of the referrals made at intake were successful 
since intake referrals were, .for the meet part, for diag-
nostic purposes and therefore more easily successful. 
The success of the referral did not seem to have any 
relationship •ith the husband's and wife's initial att i-
tudes about the referral. In all eases, the veteran did 
give verbal consent to the referral, but only 29 per cent 
of the veterane expressed the fact that they felt favor-
ably about the v~nture and another - 29 per cent expressed 
either unfavorable attitudee or ambivalence about it. 
The wives, on the whole, felt more favorably about the 
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referrals, for 66 per cent of t h em stated they felt some 
sort of pl easure about coming . Although 63 per cent of 
the wives who looked f avorably on t he ref rral hed uc-
eessful r eferral s, th.ose wit h unfavor able and mi xed at t i-
tudes were 75 per cent S\lCCessful , and so i nitial atti-
tude s did not show a relationship with t he success of the 
referral. 
~rhe opposite can be said about later attitud s, al-
though only nineteen wives continued treatment for mor e 
than three interviews . Of the known veterans' attitudes 
about t heir wi ves coming later to the clinic, 81 per cent 
of th r fer r als considered successful alec had attitudes 
considered favorable. The same can be said for t he wives, 
as 80 per cent of the successful referrals in this group 
also showed t hat the wives had fsvor eble attitudes about 
coming . Ther e was therefore , a definite relationship 
between attitudes about the wife cont inuing the contact 
and its success . 
The wives were seen for an average of 5 . 5 interviews, 
and 54 per cent of them were seen by female social workers. 
The number of interviews d i d not seem to have e bearing 
on the success of the referral . It is probable that a 
movement scale applied to the veteran ' s and/or wife ' 
treatment rtould show some corr elation between the se above -
mentioned factors . 
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Eleven of the wives discontinued coming because 
their husbands terminated therapy and they were then 
ineligible. The reasons for termi nation of nine wives 
were unknown as they cancelled or ceased keeping appoint-
ments without stating why. Seven wives left on their 
own accord and three were referred outside the social 
service department. Continuance ·Of the contact with 
four of the wives was not ca.lled for after the first con-
tact. 
In addition to looking at the referral in terms of 
whether its stated purpose was carried out, it was also 
looked at in terms of its general usefulness. Recorded 
"favora.ble" st a.tements b y the wife, veteran and/or thera-
pist concerning the usefulness of the referrals were also 
noted and thirty of them were found in the r ~cords (twenty-
four of the thirty in eases already judged successful). 
In addition, the writer found nineteen cases where although 
usefulness of the referral was not recorded in the case 
record , it was implied. In general, more positive com-
ments regarding the usefulness of the referrals fell into 
the "marked" and 11moderatefl success groupings. 
The review of literature brought out that it is 
generally helpful to bring the wives in when necessary 
for either treatment, diagnostic purposes, or for making 
brief arrang~ments; the r e sults of this study too tend 
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to support the idea that the referral of the wife, on the 
whole, does tend to be successful and useful. However , 
despite the usefulness of this practice , it was found that 
bringing wives in for treatment is not a common practice 
at the clinic. 
The clinic did not follow any uniform pattern in 
bringing the wife in and the writer got an impression of 
flexibility about the clinic's practices regarding col-
lateral contacts. Despite the existence of this flexi-
bility, the re asons why the ives in this group were brought 
into the clinic do tend to follow the reasons ste.ted in 
the Veterans Administration policie s and procedures hand-
book for bringing relatives in for treatment. In all 
cases, too, the clinic adhered to the policy or splitting 
the case, i.e., assigning husband and wife to different 
therapists. 
An extremely high percentage of the refer.rals with 
wives of psychotic patients were successful and it was 
felt that this was bece.use these wives were usually seen 
for more limited reasons than treatment per se . !1ves of 
psychoneurotic patients had less success as they were 
more often referred for treatment purposes . 
Because of the limitations of this study which were 
discussed in Chapter I, only tentative conclusions can 
be made. It is hoped, however, that this attempt to use 
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a descriptive approach to the clinic's contacts wi t wives 
will stimulate further thinking in thie area.. Since the 
i.•;·ri ter found that quite a few mothers of veterans were 
eeen at the clinic as collateral cont acts, it would be 
interesting if e. similar study could be made or this group 
and perhaps compared with these finding s regarding the 
wives' referrals,. Such s. study would provide a greater 
understanding of the usefulness of oolla.tere.l contacts. 
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APPENDIX A 
CLINIC t S LE'l'ri'ER TO A . IFE 
Dear Mrs. K., 
Thank you for your letter to Miss s. 
We are sending your husband an appointment to see 
Miss s. on Wednesday, April 8, 195:3 at 2:00 P.M. If you 
wish, you could come with him to the Mental Hygiene Clinic 
at that time and talk with Mr . M., one of our social work-
ers, to eee if there is anything we can help you with 
your difficulties. 
Very truly yours, 
Saul c. Holtzmnn, M.D. 
Chief , ental Hygiene Unit 
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SCHEDULE 
I. I Nlt'OHMA ION ABOUT THE VETERAN: 
A. Dl sgui sed Ne.m.e: 
B. Vet's age: B. 
c. Religion: c. 
D. Education: D. 
E . Ethnic Chare.ct: F!. 
F' . Occupation : F . 
0. Previous Marriages: G. 
H. Number and ages of children: 
\":ife ' s a ge : 
Religion: 
H'lj.uc e t 1 on: 
Et hnic Char act: 
Occupat ion : 
P~eviou~ 
arrieges: 
I. Length of marriage: 
J . Character of employment (steady, sporadic, very 
sporadic): 
K. Branch and length of service: 
II . CLINICAL DATA : 
A. Beginning and terminal date s of treatment: 
B. Number of clinic contacts: 
c. Intake Diagnosis: 
D.. ajor problems presented t i nt ke: 
E e .~ajor problems pre sent ed at subs~quent int erviews : 
F. Degree of disturbance: 
G. The therapist: 
H. The effect of the wife's attitudes and behavior 
on the vet's problems before the wife's referral: 
III. THE REFERRAL OF THE WIFEt 
A. Reason for r eferral: 
B. ' ho initiated the referral: 
C~ When was the referral made: 
D. Initial attitudes toward the r eferral: 
1.. Of the vet: 
2. Of the wife: 
E. Therapist for wife: 
F . .-!echani c s for referral: 
G. Wife's contact with the clinic: 
1. No . of interviews: 
2. Her pattern of coming ins 
H. Attitudes to't'fard tr e.tment for wives w o continue 
coming in: 
1. Of the wife= 
2. or the vett 
7 6 
SCHEDULE (continued) 
I. Reasons for not continuing the contact: 
J. St ated usefulness of the referral: 
1. By the wife: 
2. By the veta 
3. By the therapist; 
4. Implied by ease material: 
5. Not distinguishable: 
K. Did the contact with t he wife fulfill the purpose 
ot the referral: 
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